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Abstract: City of Roseville Fire Department has implemented GIS technology to 
strategically plan for growth, assess our current levels of service and adopt new response 
standards. Roseville is one of Northern California’s fastest growing communities. GIS 
has been crucial in the City’s station placement resource allocation study. 
 
Roseville City Fire is currently conducting a review of its Standards of Coverage as one 
part of the accreditation process. GIS is proving invaluable in assessing the areas of 
greatest risk and placing the resources where they are most needed.  
 

Discussion 

The City of Roseville is located in Western Placer County and borders Sacramento 

County.  The City covers an area of 32 square miles and is in the process of annexing 

3,100 acres west of our current city limits. Roseville is a rapidly growing community.  

The population is currently eighty seven thousand (87,000) and is forecast to grow to one 

hundred and ten thousand (110,000) in the next eight years.  Roseville is the economic 

hub of the region with the area’s largest auto mall and boasts the greatest concentration of 

retail. Roseville is also home to the regions major employers such as Hewlett-Packard 

and NEC.  Fiscal uncertainties, the repeal of the UUT (utility users tax), regional tax 

sharing initiatives, and a decline in state funding have called for a review of what 

Roseville’s fire protection standards are and what criteria should be applied to the rapidly 

developing areas north and west of the City.  Roseville Fire is facing a steady increase in 

call volume and at the same time a reduction in fire protection funding.   
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Roseville Fire is in the process of pursuing accreditation.  Accreditation is a rigorous self-

assessment process that looks at every aspect of Fire Departments operations.   One 

requirement to be accredited is to prepare a “Standards of Response Cover" plan during 

the self-assessment phase of accreditation.  Standards of response coverage are written 

procedures determining the distribution and concentration of fixed and mobile resources. 

This plan sets a standard of coverage as to the number of resources that can respond to 

the scene of an emergency and in what time frame.  This process uses a "systems" 

approach to deployment rather than a one-size-fits all prescriptive formula.  In a 

comprehensive approach, our plan should be able to match local need (risks and 

expectations) with the costs of various levels of service. 

 

 Roseville Fire is using GIS to quantify the steps of this systems approach to the 

development of a “ Standards of Response Cover” Plan. GIS has proved valuable in 

assessing our previous standards of coverage and the determination of a new standard. 

GIS is well suited to studying station placement and the resource allocation necessary to 

plan for growth in a dynamic and rapidly growing city. 

 

The following “Standards of Response Coverage” diagram illustrates the process used to 

implement GIS in the “Standards of Response Coverage” study.   The first step identifies 

existing or proposed deployment. GIS is then used to evaluate each of the five processes 

listed. 
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Viewed diagrammatically the Standards of Response Coverage process 
looks like this: 
 

 
 

 

In step one the areas of risk where identified to determine where and what type of 

services are required. Second, a level of service if set, then the risks are identified what 

will be done to mitagate them and in what time frame. The third step looks at the 

distribution and concentration of resources in the city. Are the resources distributed 

widely enough to cover the area effectively, and at the same time are they concentrated 

enough to be effective when multiple resources are required? The fourth element 

examines the reliability of the resources.   Are they sufficient enough to cover the call 

volume when multiple calls for service happen simultaneously? The fifth element of the 

study sets performance standards and measures that can be quantified using GIS. A 
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performance standard defines thresholds and trigger points for additional resources or 

changes in staffing.  When all five steps are completed an overall evaluation of the study 

is done.  If the existing or proposed deployment meets the needs of the city within its 

means, the standard is accepted.  If the existing or proposed deployment does not meet 

the needs or is too costly the process must be repeated until an acceptable alternative can 

be determined. 

 

Risk Identification 

Risk identification to performed through an analysis of a community and its problems 

using real world factors. We looked at risk in three areas: Threat from wild land fire in 

our undeveloped and open space areas of the city, the need for emergency medical 

services, and risks associated with human activities in our occupancies. 

 

The wild land fire map is very straightforward.   From our Roseville Land Inventory 

database, the open space, vacant, easements and wetland parcels where queried.  With 

this information it is possible to determine the acreages of developed versus undeveloped 

land in each fire district.  
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Wild land fire threat areas within the City of Roseville 

 

The Omega Groups FireView extension to ArcView 3.2 was used to assess the areas of 

the city that required the greatest need for emergency medical services. This extension 

geocodes the calls from our Records Management System on a daily basis.  From this 

theme the medical calls where queried out for the previous year. FireView was then used 

to interpolate a density grid of the calls.  The resulting map shows the area of the greatest 

call density is clustered around our two largest convalescent homes. 
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Density of EMS call for the year 2002 generated using FireView. 

 

To visualize where the greatest areas of hazard from our occupancies are located, the 

City Fire Marshal assigned a numerical hazard value to each of the occupancy 

classifications in the building code. To account for Roseville’s high daytime 

population, separate ratings where given to each classification for day and night. 

To bring this data into GIS, the occupancy data were exported from our records 

management system and the list was geocoded using ArcMap.  The hazard value table 

created by our Fire Marshal was then joined with the occupancy data from our 

Records Management System to create a point map of the occupancy hazard values.  

Spatial Analyst was then used to interpolate the surface and create a grid of the 

hazard values for both day and night. 
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Occupancy hazard grid night 
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Occupancy hazard grid day 

 

Level of Service  
The current level of service dictates that an initial engine can respond to the scene in four 

minutes. Roseville Fire has recently opened our sixth fire Station.  We are in the process 

of designing our seventh and planning for our eighth station.  Our Fire Chief and City 

Manager wanted to examine the effects of staffing the new station with fire fighters from 

existing stations on a rotation basis as opposed to hiring twelve additional full-time fire 

fighters. 

 

To assess the effectiveness of staffing various stations on a rotating basis, Network 

Analyst was used on Arcview 3.2. Critical speed data was obtained (the speeds that 

vehicles actually travel) from our Traffic-Engineering Department in an AutoCAD 

drawing format.  The data were exported from AutoCAD Map as shapefiles and then 

spatially joined to a copy of the street network coverage.  An additional field was added 
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to the coverage and Avenue syntax was used to calculate the seconds to travel each 

segment. 

 

The Network Analyst extension was used to determine how far a fire engine could travel 

in four, five, and six minutes. This process was repeated to analyze what roads could be 

covered with various combinations of stations. To check the accuracy of the model, the 

data from last year's calls where geocoded to produce a point map. From this data the 

times of the calls were verified against the street network model. Using these two themes 

it was obvious the areas of greatest growth and highest concentration of calls were not 

being covered in the four minutes called for in the general plan. The ability to visualize 

the areas covered under the different staffing solutions was crucial in convincing a 

reluctant City Manager that we needed to staff the sixth fire station full-time to cover the 

rapidly growing residential areas of the city.   

 
 

Roads covered in four, five, and six minutes with 5 stations 
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Roads covered in four, five, and six minutes with 6 stations 

 

Distribution and Concentration 
Distribution is the spatial arrangement of a city’s emergency resources in order to insure 

an initial all risk intervention within the time frame identified by the community’s 

performance goal statement.  Stated another way, can we get a first due engine on scene 

within 4 minutes?  This was demonstrated in the previous Levels of Service section. 

 

Concentration is the spacing of multiple resources so that an initial “effective response 

force” can be assembled on scene within adopted public policy time frames.  In the City 

of Roseville, our standard is to be able to get three, four-person engines, a truck, and a 

Battalion Chief to the scene within eight minutes travel time for a structure fire.  

 

To find these areas of service overlap, the Omega Group’s FireView extension 

concentration analysis routine was used. This extension uses Network Analyst to find the 
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road segments that can be covered by more than one engine in a specified period of time.  

The extension was used to determine the areas in the city that any combination of three 

engines can get to within eight minutes travel time. After running all twenty unique 

combinations of three stations in eight minutes or less, the themes were merged into one 

theme to find the areas of the city that could be covered with three engines.  This is 

plotted on top of an 8-minute response from the ladder truck located at Station #1. The 

street segments that where identical where selected and exported to a new theme. This 

new theme illustrates the areas of the City that can be covered by three engines and the 

truck within the adopted standards of response coverage time of eight minutes. 

 

 
Analysis of the coverage overlap if station  #5 was moved to a new location in the 

rapidly growing NW area of the City. 
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Reliability   
This section of the study looks at actual incident history data to measure historical 

performance. Factors evaluated include the reliablity of the response system, multiple 

calls for service, and degradation of service.   

 

Response reliability is the percentage of time a company is in quarters and available to 

answer a call within its jurisdiction.  A company with a reliability of 95% means that it 

historically has been in quarters and available to respond to 95% of the incidents within 

its area.  To measure this using a GIS was simply a query of calls out of district for a 

particular time period. 

 
Calls responded to by an engine out of district 
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Performance  

What “triggers” another station as an area grows?  What’s clear to almost any community 

is that just an area being out of range of the response standard does not trigger a new 

facility. Experience in the fire service has shown that it takes a multiplicity of standards 

of coverage factors to be out-of-balance along with having additional economic resources 

to justify an additional paid company or staffing increase of one or more companies. One 

way to identify the variables and decision points in deciding that additional fire stations 

and/or staffing is needed would be to place them into a matrix to determine if an out-of-

balance situation exists. The following is a consideration for decision-making and has not 

yet been adopted. Roseville Fire will be using GIS to examine each of the factors outlined 

in the matrix to evaluate a series of thresholds and trigger points for changes in staffing or 

the requirement of additional resources. 
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Performance Measures Thresholds and Trigger Points 
Identify 
Risks 

Choices Occupancy Use Wild land EMS HazMat 

 Maintain 
Status Quo 

New area has less than 25% of 

same Occupancy risk as existing 

area 

New area has less than 25% 

of same wildland risk as 

existing area 

New area has less than 

25% of same EMS risk as 

existing area 

New area has less than 25% of same HazMat 

risk as existing area 

 Temporary 
Station and/or 

staffing 
Needed 

New area has 25% of same 

Occupancy risk as existing area 

New area has 25% of same 

wildland risk as existing area 

New area has 25% of 

same EMS risk as existing

area 

New area has 25% of same HazMat risk as 

existing area 

 Permanent 
Station and 

Staffing 
Required 

New area has 35% of same 

Occupancy risk as existing area 

New area has 35% of same 

wildland risk as existing area 

New area has 35% of 

same EMS risk as 

existing area 

New area has 35% of same HazMat risk as 

existing area 

 Permanent 
Station and 

Staffing 
Essential 

New area has 50% of same 

Occupancy risk as existing area 

New area has 50% of same 

wildland risk as existing area 

New area has 50% of 

same EMS risk as 

existing area 

New area has 50% of same HazMat risk as 

existing area 

Distribution Choices Distances Response Time % Of Calls # Calls for Service 

 Maintain 
Status Quo 

Response Area within 1.5 miles 4 minutes travel time 90% of 

the time 

100% in district Out-of -District Area has 0 - 100 calls for service 

 Temporary 
Station and/or 

staffing 
Needed 

Response Area within 2.0 miles Exceeds 4 minutes travel 

time 10% of the time, but 

never exceeds 8 minutes 

More than 10% of calls 

out of district 

Out-of-District Area has 100 - 300 calls for 

service 

 Permanent 
Station and 

Staffing 
Required 

Response Area within 2.5 miles Exceeds 4 minutes travel 

time, 20-25% of the time. 

Some calls exceed 8 

minutes 

More than 20% - 25% of 

calls are out of district 

Out-of-District Area has 300 - 500 calls for 

service 

 Permanent 
Station and 

Staffing 
Essential 

Response Area within 3.0 miles Exceeds 4 minutes travel 

time, 30% of the time. Some 

calls exceed 10 minutes 

More than 30% of calls 

are out of district 

Out-of-District Area exceeds 500 calls for service

Concentration Choices Parcels Developed Service Population FF/Capita Truck/BC 

 Maintain 
Status Quo 

New area has less than 25% of 

parcels developed 

Service Population of 0 - 

1,250  

Firefighters per thousand 

less than 1.1 

8 minutes travel time 90% of the time 

 Temporary 
Station and/or 

staffing 
Needed 

New area has more than 25% of 

parcels developed 

Service Population of 1,250 -

3,750 

Firefighters per thousand 

less than 1.2 

Exceeds 8 minutes travel time 10% of the time, 

but never exceeds 9 minutes 

 Permanent 
Station and 

Staffing 
Required 

New area has more than 35% of 

parcels developed 

Service Population of 3,750 -

6,250 

Firefighters per thousand 

less than 1.3 

Exceeds 8 minutes travel time, 20-25% of the 

time. Some calls exceed 9 minutes 

 Permanent 
Station and 

Staffing 
Essential 

New area has more than 50% of 

parcels developed 

Service Population exceeds 

6,250 

Firefighters per thousand 

exceeds 1.3 

Exceeds 8 minutes travel time, 30% of the time. 

Some calls exceed 10 minutes 

Reliability Choices Response Time of Day Time of Year Critical Tasks 

 Maintain 
Status Quo 

Response Reliability exceeds 90% Time of Day Call Reliability 

exceeds 90% 

Time of Year Call 

Reliability exceeds 90% 

Firefighters per major incident call greater than 

17 

 Temporary 
Station and/or 

staffing 
Needed 

Response Reliability less than 90% Time of Day Call Reliability 

less than 90% 

Time of Year Call 

Reliability less than 90% 

Firefighters per major incident call less than 17 
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 Permanent 
Station and 

Staffing 
Required 

Response Reliability less than 85% Time of Day Call Reliability 

less than 85% 

Time of Year Call 

Reliability less than 85% 

Firefighters per major incident call less than 16 

 Permanent 
Station and 

Staffing 
Essential 

Response Reliability less than 80% Time of Day Call Reliability 

less than 80% 

Time of Year Call 

Reliability less than 80% 

Firefighters per major incident call less than 15 

 
 

The City of Roseville is a growing and dynamic city.  The areas in the north and west are 

rapidly developing, and the city is looking to annex an additional 3,100 acres on its 

western border.  In a dynamic and growing city, the standards of coverage are also 

dynamic and need to be frequently re-examined.  This preliminary study has laid the 

groundwork for a sound methodology that will be further refined and revised over time. 

GIS has proven to be a valuable tool in the preparation of our “Standards of Coverage 

Plan” both in assessing our current performance and setting standards for the developing 

areas of our city. The information derived from this use of GIS helped adopt a new 

response for The City of Roseville.  

 

 Paul Keating 

GIS Specialist Roseville City Fire 

401 Oak St  

Roseville Ca 95678  

pkeating@roseville.ca.us 

916-774-5877 
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